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' History of the Reformation ' ' quellenmdssig,' for which, not ' authen-
tic,' 16 but ' authoritative,' i.e. founded on documentary evidence, is the
equivalent. ' A bench-court'17 is strange English, and hardly expresses
what is meant by ' eine collegialische Behorde.' ' Stellung ' is not ' insti-
tution,' l s but ' position.' ' Fortdauer' is not ' progress,'19 but ' duration.'
Of the four committees of the privy council projected in 1660 one only,
says Dr. Gneist,' wurde praktisch,' which is translated,' was practical J0

instead of ' got into working,' or some such phrase. ' The right of ap-
pointment vested in the council'21 is an absurd mistranslation of ' Das
Ernennungsrecht des Condi,' and makes nonsense of the passage. What
is meant is, of course,' the royal prerogative of naming the council.' But
enough of instances. Such errors, it may be said, are trivial, but they
are sufficient to destroy that perfect confidence which a translation of an
exact and scientific work ought to inspire.

The feeling of mistrust is to some extent strengthened by Mr.
Ashworth's misprints. Some of these are his own, as ' goabini' for
' scabini;' M ' mundfyrd' for ' mundbyrd ; ' J S Lord Herbert's ' Life of
Henry VII,' which should be Henry VIII;24 'Piers ' for ' Riess ;'s»
' impartiality' for ' partiality;'s6 ' disbelief' for ' belief.'w But a great
many are simply copied from Dr. Gneist, as ' Suthwai' for ' Suthrei,' i.e.
Surrey ; M ' fides futuros ' for ' fideles futuros;' w ' infangtheft and out-
fangtheft' for ' infangthef and outfangthef;' M ' hundredo ' for ' hun-
dreda ; •' " ' cocseti ' for ' cotseti;'3a ' carucagium ' for ' carucata;'M

' statute of Rutland' for ' Rhuddlan,' whioh is a mistake several times
made by Dr. Gneist, and religiously repeated by Mr. Ashworth; ** ' Eiren-
archia' for' Eirenarcha;' '* ' Ochenski' for ' Ochenkowski;'x and others.
These are little signs of carelessness which it will be well to eliminate in
the second edition which will doubtless soon be required.

G. W. PBOTHEBO.

A History of the University of Oxford from the Earliest Times to the
year 1580. By H. 0. MAXWELL LTTB, M.A., F.S.A. (London :
Macmillan & Co. 1886.)

A History of the University of Oxford. By the Hon. G. C. BBODBICK,
D.C.L., Warden of Merton College. (London: Longmans & Co.
1886.)

IN these two volumes, two very different methods of treatment of the
same subject are brought before us. Mr. Lyte, in a large octavo of nearly
500 pages, gives us the history of the university of Oxford down to the
year 1580 ; the warden of Merton, in a small octavo of 222 pages,
sketches its history down to the present time. Both writers have enjoyed
exceptional advantages with respect to access to original documents.
They alike write in a candid and impartial spirit, and with a manifest
desire to represent things only as they find them, and the result is in
each case a valuable addition to our historical literature. In neither
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case can the task be said to have been an easy one. Mr. Lyte, who was
at first sanguine as to the completion of his work before publication, has
found himself obliged to proceed more slowly than he had anticipated,
and eventually to publish only the present instalment. In his case,
the extent of the materials requiring to be examined and digested would
alone render his task sufficiently arduous. In the other, the difficulty has
been to give at once an outline that shall be intelligible to the general
reader, and at the same time to avoid the introduction, in so limited
a compass, of whatever may appear irrelevant or superfluous to the well-
read scholar. Dr. Brodrick's task has, indeed, been of a far more onerous
character than many would imagine; readers who have never laboured
in the same field would probably be surprised if Dr. Brodrick had
thought fit to set before them the numerous sources from whence t.Vn'B
condensed narrative has been compiled. Mr. Lyte, in his preface,
says very truly that the affairs of the university have at almost every
stage been closely connected with those of the state ; and frhi" fact alone
considerably enhances the labour of the historian. At every stage he
finds himself called upon to distinguish between the direct work and
influence of academio institutions, and the careers and influence of those
whom these institutions have educated—a function always requiring to
be exercised with much discrimination, but, whatever may be the dis-
crimination exercised, almost certain to be called in question. Of one
kind of treatment, that of the most abstract kind, Father Denifle has
given us a specimen in the first instalment of his great work on medieval
universities, treating of their origin and primary constitution ; a volume
of which Mr. Bashdall gave us a very interesting account in these pages
for October 1886. Antony Wood, on the other hand, left readers to make
out the constitution of his own university for themselves, while he evaded
other difficulties by treating the history of the university and that of the
colleges separately, and putting forth the ' Athens ' as something sup-
plementary to both. This reduced him, so far as the university was
concerned, to the function of a mere annalist, recording events, as Mr.
Lyte observes, ' without attempting to classify them or show their con-
nexion with one another.' If, however, there be any force or value in
the view on which the late J. E. Green so strenuously insisted—that
every town possesses a distinct and characteristic existence of its own—the
observation must be yet more true of a university, brought, as the com-
ponent elements are, under common influences to an extent which cannot
be asserted of any city or town.

The mention of a town reminds us, again, how difficult it often be-
comes to dissociate the history of a university from that of the munici-
pality by which it is generally surrounded. The corporations at Oxford
and Cambridge, unlike those of some of the minor university towns of
Germany, such as Marburg and Jena, have always had a fairly defined ex-
istence of their own. Cooper was fain to compile his annals of the university
and of the town of Cambridge side by side : while Mr. Lyte has felt himself
called upon, although contemplating only a history of the university,
to give no little attention to the successive incidents of the struggle
between the clerks and the townsmen, from the time when a bishop of
Tusculum first established the immunity of the university from lay juris- •
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diction down to that when Wolsey's charter raised the same body ' into
a position of supremacy over all persons in Oxford.' On Dr. Brodrick it
devolves to continue the story of the long dissension down to the time
when it was finally set at rest by the surrender on the part of the university
of the right it possessed of calling upon the mayor and bailiffs to swear, on
taking office, that they would keep ' the liberties and customs of the univer-
sity.' It would seem to be partly in oonsequence of the habit he has acquired
of looking upon the history of the one body as closely interwoven with that
of the other, that Dr. Brodrick explains the ' large share of space ' which
he has devoted to the period of the civil wars, by referring to that period
as ' the time during which the university played a great part in the
national drama.' Otherwise such a statement would at first sight seem
hardly in agreement with the admission that of the great pohtical events
of 1641 and 1642 ' the university was, of course, a mere spectator,' and
that during the whole period ' the records of the university and colleges are
extremely scanty' (p. 182), or again with Antony Wood's assertion that after
the siege ' there was scarce the face of a university left.' But the truth of
the whole matter really is, that there are so many ways of looking at the
subject of university history and its treatment, that until a writer has, to
some extent, defined his own conception of his task, it is difficult justly to
estimate the adequacy of his performance. Looking, however, upon a
university as a body whose main function it is, according to one definition,
to produce the thoroughly educated man, and thereby create a standard
of education for the conntry at large, or looking upon it as a community
formed for the promotion of scientific research and the furtherance of
knowledge, we shall find valuable material in both these volumes for fairly
estimating the extent to which Oxford, at different periods of her history,
has failed or succeeded in realising either the one or the other ideal. In
medieval times the thoroughly educated man was held to be the ortho-
dox man. Heterodoxy being error, it could only exist in the imperfectly
informed mind or in the perversely directed intellect. The statutes of
Lincoln college, which, as remodelled by Archbishop Botherham in 1480,
were designed as a bulwark _of orthodoxy, direct that any fellow of the
society persisting in heresy is to be cast out of the college ' as a diseased
sheep ' at the end of eight days (Lyte,' p. 349). All Souls' college, like Cor-
pus Christi at Cambridge, was primarily designed mainly as a chantry. The
statutes of Magdalen, in 1457, are the first which carry with them the freer
spirit of the Benaissance. This fear of heterodoxy, so long the bugbear of
the universities, seems to have culminated at Oxford with the rise of Lol-
lardism. Most readers, I apprehend, will feel some disappointment that
Mr. Lyte's researches have failed to produce much that is new with respect
to Wyclifs experiences in the university—experiences concerning which
Dr. Brodrick goes so far as to say that, if known to us, they' would cover
almost the whole academical history of Oxford during the latter part of the
fourteenth century.' Mr. Lyte has, however, put together in his tenth
chapter a very interesting account of all that is to be known on the sub-
ject. There is a singular resemblance in the general features of the
struggle waged by Wyclif and his supporters with the academic authori-
ties, to those of the contest at Cambridge, two centuries later, waged by
Cartwright and his followers,—although the gigantic evils denounced by
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the former contrast strongly with the mostly unimportant matters of
ritual and discipline inveighed against by the puritan leader. It is de-
serving of note that some of Wyclif s opponents were themselves called to
account for having put forward heterodox views in the schools, and
defended themselves by alleging that they had done so merely by way of
dialectical exercise. It is probable, and various evidence from time to
time points to such a conclusion, that the disputations in the schools
had often a closer relation to the diffusion of sceptical thought than is
generally supposed. Wolsey's statutes for Cardinal college, given at a
time when the fear of Lollardism had passed away and that of Lutheran-
ism had scarcely taken definite shape, seem to have been the first code,
judging from Mr. Lyte's abstract, in which orthodoxy appears to have occu-
pied the_care of the founder less than the advancement of learning. So
desirous, indeed, was the great cardinal of rendering his new founda-
tion an efficient school of instruction, that he somewhat incautiously in-
vited several of the ablest scholars among the young Reformers at Gam-
bridge to act as lecturers and tutors, who, when it was too late, were found
to be ' sheep ' infected with disease in a highly virulent form. The facts
which Mr. Lyie brings forward in connexion with the divorce of Henry VIII
from Queen Catherine sufficiently show how groundless is the distinc-
tion which Mr. Fronde has sought to draw between the conduct of the
two universities in relation to that event. It is evident that at Oxford
and Cambridge alike the younger masters of arts, who were less exposed
to the temptations resulting from irregular external influences, rallied
almost unanimously to the defence of the injured queen.

As regards Father Denifle's treatise, to which we have already referred,
it might have somewhat modified Mr. Lyte's treatment of his subjeot, at
least in his opening chapters, if he could have profited by the learned
Dominican's labours. He does not, however, appear to have seen the
book, and refers chiefly to the late Professor Maiden's sketch, published
some fifty years ago, and compiled mainly from Savigny. And Savigny,
with all his great learning and acumen, must now yield as an authority
to Denifle, whose wider range of view ia largely derived from documents
to which his predecessor had not even access. Dr. Brodrick, however,
has consulted Denifle's volume, and we can perceive that he has incor-
porated some of its more important conclusions. He readily admits, as
also indeed does Mr, Lyte, that the community ont of which the univer-
sity of Oxford originally grew was, as at Paris, nothing more than a
band of teachers forming th'emselves into a kind of guild for purposes of
mutual protection. How it was that Oxford, unlike Cambridge, never
obtained a charter from the pope, neither of them attempts to explain.
Neither, again, gives us any clue as to the order in which the several
faculties arose and were developed, a feature on which Denifle has
thrown quite a new light in connexion with Paris. It would appear
scarcely necessary to advert, as Dr. Brodriok has done, in accounting for
the fact that Oxford was modelled on Paris, to such general considera-
tions as ' the link's which bound England to France, through Normandy
and her other French provinces,' or ' the intellectual ascendency of Paris
over western Europe.' Since Thurot wrote, it would seem to have been
made clear beyond dispute that down to the year 1878 Paris was especi-
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ally favoured by the Roman pontiffs as the great studium generate, or
school of general resort, for students in theology, and that consequently
all the more ancient universities north of the Alps, where a faculty of
theology was allowed to be established, were modelled upon Paris. At
page 11, Dr. Brodrick refers to a seal ' supposed to be about of the year
1200, which bears the inscription, sigillum cancellarii et universitatis
Oxoniensis.' Such a claim to antiquity, if it could be made good, would
in itself be a most remarkable piece of evidence. But the claim, if I
understand rightly the account of the matter given by Mr. Lyte (pp.
246-8), rests upon a document which has been clearly shown to be a
forgery.

If the Reformation swept away some undeniable abuses, it effected
little for the promotion of liberal thought either at Oxford or at Cam-
bridge. Dr. Brodrick is even of opinion that there was less real intel-
lectual freedom in the protestant Oxford of Elizabeth than in the catholic
Oxford of the first three Edwards. Of. Leicester's administration as
chancellor, however, he speaks with more leniency than I should have
expected. like Buckingham's policy in the same capacity at Cambridge,
it was characterised by subserviency to a party, the puritan party, with
whom neither could have had any genuine sympathy. Dr. Brodrick
admits, however, that Leicester's administration could not compare with
that of Burghley at Cambridge, and that ' the superiority of the sister
university, both in vital energy and in national esteem, during the Eliza-
bethan age, was probably due in no small degree to the superior character
of its chancellor ' (p. 98).

It may perhaps excite some surprise that in dealing with the period
1603-41—thirty eight years of supreme importance in relation to the
subsequent history of the university—the author should have devoted
only twenty-two pages to its treatment, while the comparatively unim-
portant period of nineteen years, from 1641 to 1660, during which little
that permanently affected the organisation or character of the community
took place, occupies no less than twenty-eight pages. During the earlier
period there was effected the momentous transition from Calvinistic to
Arminian tenets as the dominant faith of the university, and the Laudian
statutes, destined to be the code of the university for more than two
centuries, were then promulgated. The main scope and chief provisions
of these statutes are brought very clearly before us. With respect to
the course of study and standards of examination, they went so much
beyond the requirements of either preceding or later times that Dr. Brod-
rick doubts whether they can ever have been strictly enforced; and in
two important respects they were a failure from the first, inasmuch as
they ' provided no security for the capacity of examiners, or against their
collusion with the candidates,' who were consequently ' animated by little
fear of rejection, and no hope whatever of distinction.'

The famous statute of 1800, mainly the work of Eveleigh, the provost
of Oriel, was the first step towards a substantial remedy for these defects.
It established an honour as distinguished from a pass examination, and con-
templated a further examination for the M.A. degree, ' comprising higher
mathematical subjects, history, and Hebrew; while candidates for the
B.C.L. degree were to be examined in history and jurisprudence, besides
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the subjects required for the B.A. degree.' The examiners were also from
this time paid by salaries and chosen by responsible officers to serve for
considerable periods. It was, however, the act of 1854 which first
broke the ' organised torpor' of the hebdomadal board, and instituted
an elective council, set by the side of convocation, where the use of Latin
was obligatory, a congregation carrying on its debates in English, and
permitted entire freedom from religious tests whether at matriculation or on
taking the B.A. degree. In 1871 came the complete abolition of religious
tests, including the college fellowships.

Passing on to the fifteenth chapter, on ' University Studies in the
Eighteenth Century,' while readily conceding that it is not a period on
which the historian of academic Oxford could be expected to dwell with
complacency, I cannot but think that it would have gained in interest if
some of the material collected in Mr. Christopher Wordsworth's ' Scholse
Academics ' had been added by way of illustration. On another point I
should certainly not feel warranted in questioning the correctness of Dr.
Brodrick's decision. Mr. Lyte, in his tenth chapter, goes so far as to
co-ordinate Wesleyanism with Lollardism and Traotarianism as one of
the ' three great religious movements' which have had their origin in
Oxford. Dr. Brodrick, however, tells us nothing whatever about the
Wesleyan movement, and John Wesley's name itself occurs but once or
twice, and is mentioned only in an incidental manner. So far as I can
judge, this omission seems quite defensible, and Oxford would seem to
have about as much claim to be considered the centre of the influences
which gave birth to Wesleyanism as had Antioch to be regarded as the
nurse of Christianity. But, on the other hand, the rise of the Boyal Society
in the preceding century does seem to have been the direct outcome of a
certain mental activity at Oxford, and it would have been pleasant to
hear something about the little gatherings in Petty's or Wilkins's
lodgings about the year 1649. There are other omissions which the
bestowal of but a few lines would have remedied ; as, for example, college
plays, and the importance they often assumed from the fact that they
were the vehicle of satire on existing abuses and the expression of some
widely prevalent dissatisfaction. In the chapter dealing with the Benais-
sance, Bishop Grey's valuable bequest of his classical manuscripts to
Balliol cojlege should scarcely have been passed over unnoticed in
connexion with a time when such facts are so rarely to be met with.

A good index adds much to the value of an outline like the present,
but it is evident that Dr. Brodrick did not make his own index. Gene-
rally speaking, it is a fairly good canon that wherever a name presents
itself it should be indexed. But even this rule has its exceptions. For
example, Dr. Brodrick takes occasion in one passage to quote the Shake-
spearian adage, that ' home-keeping youths have ever homely wits,' and
accordingly Shakespeare's name appears in the index, while names really
of importance in connexion with Oxford history, and many abstract
nouns, such as ' bachelor,' ' matriculation,' ' fellowships,' &c., are
omitted. J. BASS MULLENGEB.
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